
Facts & Questions - Harry Potter Key Stage 1
Print on A4 paper or present on screen to play.  Read and understand the facts as 
you’ll need these on our activities. You can also use this sheet to check spellings. 
When ready, start by answering the questions below. Good luck!

All of the Harry Potter books were written by J K Rowling. Her and Harry share the 
same birthday, July 31st.
 
The Seven Harry Potter books have sold 500 million copies since 1997, making 
Harry Potter the best selling book series of all time. 
 
Harry and all the students travel to Hogwarts through a magical entrance at 
Kings cross station in London. In tribute, a real trolley disappears into the wall at 
platform 9 3/4. 
 
In the books, Hogwarts is located somewhere in Scotland. 
 
Harry is a special young Wizard. 
 
Daniel Radcliffe who plays harry potter went through 160 pairs of round framed 
glasses during the course of the films. 

1. What is name of the actor who plays Harry Potter? 

2. Harry is a special what? 

3. In the books, which country is Hogwarts located in ? 

4. Harry travels to Hogwarts through  a) Ice rink b) Train Station b) Bus Station 

5. How many copies of Harry potter have been sold? 

6. Spell and write Harry Potter ? 
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Facts & Questions - Harry Potter Key Stage 2
Print on A4 paper or present on screen to play.  Read and understand the facts as 
you’ll need these on our activities. You can also use this sheet to check spellings. 
When ready, start by answering the questions below. Good luck!

All of the Harry Potter books were written by J K Rowling. Her and Harry share the 
same birthday, July 31st.   
The Seven Harry Potter books have sold 500 million copies since 1997, making 
Harry Potter the best selling book series of all time.  .
Harry and all the students travel to Hogwarts through a magical entrance at 
Kings cross station in London. In tribute, a real trolley disappears into the wall at 
platform 9 3/4.  
In the books, Hogwarts is located somewhere in Scotland.  
Harry is a special young Wizard.  
Daniel Radcliffe who plays Harry Potter went through 160 pairs of round framed 
glasses during the course of the films.  
J K Rowling is the first person to become a billionaire by writing books.  
Child actors would do their real homework in the Harry Potter movies in an effort 
to make the school setting more real.  
Daniel Radcliffe broke about 80 wands during the filming of the Harry Potter 
movies because he would use them as drumsticks! 

1. What is the actors name who plays Harry Potter? 

2. Harry is a special what? 

3. In the books Which country is Hogwarts located in? 

4. Which station and platform do the wizards walk through?

  

5. How many copies of Harry potter have been sold? 

6. Who wrote all the Harry Potter books? 

7. How many wands did harry brake during the movies and why? 
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